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Abstract
On 18 March 2020, the World Health Organization announced that the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic had reached global pandemic status. The Ministry of Health in Saudi Arabia implemented a COVID-19
lockdown that lasted for four months. After the period of restrictions ended, people were supposed to return to their
normal social lives; however, the lockdown had a psychological impact on people without them being aware of it.
This research aimed to study the effect of COVID-19 on social life, mainly focusing on six public activities:
visiting shopping malls, mosques, open spaces, interior space, psychological effect, and occupational aspects. The
Method survey was distributed during lockdown including the six focus areas and collected using Google Forms.
Also, a computer program simulation (ENVI-MET) was used to study and develop an outdoor environment. The
research focuses on the outdoor environment to find solutions on a sample used Al Rouda Park in Riyadh. The
results demonstrated that people are slowly returning to their social lives during the COVID-19 pandemic by
steadily visiting shopping malls, mosques, and open spaces and half of respondents stay at home fearing
COVID-19. The research concluded that people should apply health procedures during ongoing time in studied
locations and should manage the elaborated psychological effects.
Keywords: COVID-19, sustainability, social life, psychological impacts, occupational aspects
1. Introduction
Although the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) lockdown ended in June 2020, people remained at home. A
small percentage of people are, however, slowly resuming their social lives. This makes studying the impact of
COVID-19 on social life crucial, especially for the three main activities in Saudi Arabia: shopping at malls,
praying at mosques, and visiting open spaces. Therefore, accommodations must be made (e.g., shaping the design
of interiors and outdoor environments), and studying the psychological effects and occupational aspect is required.
The literature reviewed regarding the six focus areas; Echegaray, produced a report that discussed many topics, for
example, the post-COVID-19 world, implementing sustainable lifestyles, work, workplaces, family, love, social
life, well-being, personal health, education, training, leisure, entertainment, consumption, mobility, housing,
living spaces, citizenship, interactions with the state, financial security, social equality, health care provision, and
medical reassurances. Among these areas, we focused on the effect of COVID-19 on social life after the end of the
lockdown, especially regarding designing interior and exterior spaces, for example, shopping malls and mosques,
and its psychological effects on people (Echegaray, F., 2020). Abid, discussed COVID-19 in daily life and stated
that it affects social distancing with peers and family; decreases national and international travel; disrupts the
celebrations of cultural, religious, and festive events; causes undue stress among the population; results in the
closure of hotels, restaurants, and religious places; poor cash flow in the market (Abid Haleem, R. V., 2020). Jiang
stated that social distancing involved maintaining 1.5 m between individuals, which can prevent the spread of most
respiratory infectious diseases (Jiang1, Meirui, 2020). People can return to their lives by maintaining this distance
and can reduce the spread of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) by wearing masks
and washing hands. The aim of this study is to contextually identify and assess the consequences of
SARS-Covid-19 on social life in Riyadh City by the distributed survey to academics in three universities and
record their response in designing the interior space, designing the outdoor space, praying in mosques, visiting
shopping malls and its psychological effect on people.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Definnition of Social Life
Webster sstated that Soccial life is defined as the parrt of an individ
dual’s time thaat is spent doinng enjoyable th
hings with
others, ass investigated by (Webster, M., 2020) Miinor stated thaat Life as a nottion that is diffficult to defin
ne has also
been inveestigated sociaal life is abou
ut the existencce and the actiivity of an org
ganic being or the ability to
o be born,
develop, reproduce, annd die. The social is whatt is linked to society: a com
mmunity of iindividuals th
hat share a
common culture or inteerest (Minor, M. T., 2018).
The folloowing are the tentative
t
param
meters that im
mpact health:
•

Thhe impact of designs on inteerior spaces.

•

Reedesigning pub
blic spaces.

•

Thhe impact on praying
p
in the mosque.

•

Thhe impact on visiting
v
shoppiing malls.

•

Thhe impact on psychological
p
well-being.

•

Occcupation aspeects

We focussed on the efffects of COV
VID-19 in fivve areas, nam
mely, interior, and exteriorr spaces, mossques, and
shopping malls, and thhe impact on psychological
p
w
well-being, beecause COVID
D-19 has affeccted these parrameters.
2.2 Impacct on the Desiign of Interiorr Spaces
In this reggard, Solutionn discussed thee future trendss in housing in
nterior design
n and the assocciated factors, including
building systems, air ventilation, and
a filtrationn, relative hum
midity, and temperature.
t
FFigure 1 sho
ows social
distancingg in interior sppaces (Solutio
on, E. D., 20200). Sameh foccused on creatting resilient ccities in Jeddaah after the
COVID-119 pandemic (Sameh, S., 2020).
2
They ddiscussed a weebinar regarding the new im
mplementation
n of green
buildingss in Saudi Arrabia. Riyadh
h. The capitall and financiaal center of Saudi Arabiaa was also in
nvestigated
regardingg the challengges facing green buildings; the recommeendation was that
t
the focuss during the COVID-19
C
pandemicc should be on human heallth (Al-Serf, M
M., 2020) Al-Serf discusseed how to imp
mplement the Internet
I
of
things to support sustaainability in th
he Mena regioon, focusing on
o smart solutions in green buildings (All-Serf, M.,
2020). Figure 1 shows social distanccing in interiorr spaces.

Fiigure 1. Sociaal distancing in
n interior spacces
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2.3 Redessigning Publicc Spaces
In this coontext, Scott reported
r
the risks
r
of COVIID-19 in the long
l
term and
d stated that, iif left uncheccked, there
would bee a risk that ineequalities and social deprivvation will incrrease. However, these riskss provide an op
pportunity
to build a better worldd that should be realized. Scott agreed that the interrior and exteri
rior landscapees must be
reshaped to amelioratee the risks of COVID-19.
C
F
Figure 2 shows the different solutions app
pplied in outdo
oor spaces
(Scott, J.,, May 2020).
Cortesãoaa discussed thhe sustainabilitty and thermall comfort of public
p
spaces and
a stated thatt designers sho
ould study
thermal ccomfort in outtdoor spaces by
b studying wiind directionss, solar angles that provide bbenefits from trees, and
the desiggns of spaces to provide comfort (Corvvacho, H., 202
20 Jalal studiied the impacct of evolving
g building
morpholoogies on therm
mal comfort in
n public spacess in hot, arid climates,
c
and stated
s
that treees and sitting areas with
social disstancing should be provideed (Jalal, O. M
M., 2020). Jiang also discussed social diistancing (Jian
ng, 2020).
Sameh prrovided a webinar on the inffluence of CO
OVID-19 and quarantine
q
on lifestyle
l
and hhome design (S
Sameh, S.,
2020). Besides, Echeggaray stated that
t
the worldd is anticipatiing post-COV
VID-19 life annd the impliccations for
sustainabble lifestyles from
fr
a Global South perspe ctive (Echegaaray, F., 2020)) Figure 2 shoows solutions applied in
outdoor sspaces discusssed in webinarr by Jalal.

Figuree 2. Solutions applied in ouutdoor spaces. Source: Jalal (Jalal, O. M.,, 2020)
2.4 Impacct on Designinng Mosques
During thhe COVID-19 pandemic (from Feb.2020 to May 2020)), people havee rarely visitedd mosques: som
me people
mosques oncee a week, oth
visit the m
hers twice, andd most of theem are not vissiting at all. H
Health proced
dures were
applied inn all mosques. Moreover, (A
Authority, P. H
H., 2021) and
d (Health, M., 2021), publishhed the protoccols of the
Ministry of Health andd procedures used
u
inside thee mosques, inccluding:
•

Hygiene, phhysical distanccing, and workking remotely.

•

Toilets: appllying social distancing and supplying liq
quid soap.

•

Permitting open
o
toilets an
nd ablution plaaces in mosquees, provided th
hat a worker iss designated to
o disinfect
them after each obligatory
y prayer.

•

Symptom monitoring
m
and
d reporting.

•

Increasing COVID-19
C
aw
wareness in moosques.

•

More cautioons were addeed by the govvernment in Riyadh
R
regard
ding praying in the mosqu
ues during
Ramadan 20021, such as reegular cleaningg, bringing yo
our own prayerr carpet. Applyy Tawakkalnaa software.
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Figuree 3. Mosque ddesigns. Sourcce: (News, A., 2021)
2.5 Impacct on the Operration of Shop
pping Malls
People haave slowly starrted to visit sh
hopping malls,, which are alsso applying so
ocial distancinng and health procedures.
p
News disscussed the health procedurees in shoppingg malls (Newss, A., 2021). In
ncluding:
•

Shoppers muust undergo teemperature chhecks at the en
ntrance to stores.

•

They are reqquired to keep
p two meters aaway from eacch other and wear
w face maskks and gloves.

•

Children under the age off 15 years are nnot allowed entry.
e

•

opping centerrs are to remaain closed acccording to
Entertainmeent venues, caafes, and restaaurants in sho
COVID-19 regulations.
r

•

Applying thhe smart appliccation to reduuce to measuree the number of
o people insidde the shopping mall to
be within 500 persons/hourrs.

(b)

(a)
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(d)

(c)

Figuure 4. Impact of
o COVID-19 on shopping malls. Sourcee: (News, A., 22021)
2.6 Psychhological Impaacts
On 18 M
March 2020, the World Health Organizatioon issued a reeport related to
o the mental hhealth and psy
ychosocial
concerns due to COVIID-19 and pro
ovided instrucctions and soccial considerattions to applyy during the COVID-19
C
outbreak.. Blue Nile TV
V presented in
nterviews withh famous prog
gram presenteers affected byy COVID-19 and asked
them aboout the psychological impacct of COVID-119 and how th
hey recommen
nd overcomingg the disease; They said
that the ssymptoms were a headachee, coughing, ffatigue, a soree throat, and a loss of tastee or smell (Bllue -Nile.,
2020).
t psychological effects staarted with individuals refusing to admit thhat they had COVID-19
C
Preventioon stated that the
when thee fever startedd. Subsequentlly, they took tthe test and reeceived a positive result. A
At this time, th
hey began
admittingg that they haad the diseasee and visited a specialized
d therapist. Th
here was no sspecific treatm
ment. The
recommeended medicall advice was to
t take antibiootics and pain
n relief and to isolate themsselves from th
heir family
and the coommunity; this protocol ressulted in deepp psychologicaal impacts (Prevention, C. O
O., 2020).
Also, the WHO reportted an increasiing number oof incidences of
o domestic violence, divorrce, and suicid
de (WHO,
2020).
2.7 Occuppational Aspeects
Neeraj sttated that COV
VID-19 has deep
d
occupatioon effect on the
t Academics. Mishar statted that COV
VID-19 has
affected our life, our daily routinee, lifestyle, offfice wok and
d the future plan
p
was inteerrupted, with
h focus on
occupatioon it affected how people access
a
and unndertake with COVID-19 pandemic, acceess resources,, mobility,
social isoolation, issues with mental health
h
and welll being (Neeraaj, M., 2020). Also, Lachan discussed thee impact of
COVID-119 on the teaaching workfo
orce, a new ffocus on remo
ote learning, new protocolls in health and
a safety,
distance learning, working conditions, unemplooyment in oth
her sectors (Lachlan, L., 2020). In ad
ddion Jain
highlighteed the importaant of training
g programs to the teachers to
o fill the gap in accessibilityy, usage, and e-teaching
e
and learnning skills (Jaain, S., 2021). Khogali diiscussed her university conditions haviing its own experience
e
regardingg the occupatioonal aspect staated that teachhing in Saudi Arabia was ch
hanged to e-leearning as a sp
pecial case
during Appril to May 20020 and changed to blendingg learning from
m Sep 2020 to April 2021, aand so were the practical
courses oon campus, and the theoreticcal courses onnline (Khogalii, H., 2020).
2.8 The L
Latest Researcches in the Fieeld of the Studdy
Kukenkov discussed the
t organizatiion of interioor spaces usin
ng new appro
oaches regardiing the assim
milation of
researcheed objects, considering
c
color-tonal m
modeling, and
d expanding the scope oof the organiization of
space-asssociated and structural eleements (Kukeenkov, V., 20
020). Gruenw
wald stated thhat COVID-19
9 affected
outdoor aadvertisements in the form of signs and bbillboards, rep
porting that we
w can use QR
R codes and co
ode names
specific to a campaign,, along with hashtags
h
on soccial media lik
ke Instagram, Facebook,
F
andd Twitter as so
olutions to
this probllem (Gruenwaald, H., 2021). Freeman disscussed COVIID-19 and outdoor safety inn- depth and highlighted
h
some soluutions, such ass reducing the number of peeople entering the public parrk, staying 2 m
meters away fro
om others,
limiting tthe access to activities,
a
man
naging the outtdoor space, an
nd introducing
g mental healtth agencies to
o deal with
COVID-119-related streess (Freeman, Sh., 2020). Cllouston, in thiis study, suggeested how the outdoor transm
mission of
COVID-119 may occurr by noting thaat the risk of ttransmission of COVID-19
9 in the summ
mer was highest on days
when thee wind was reeduced (Clouston, S. A., 22021). Lannoy
y discussed the importancce of outdoor space for
children and youth, with
w outdoor play
p
being im
mportant for children’s
c
physical and m
mental health; therefore,
provinciaal policies relaated to COVID
D-19 and outddoor play are needed
n
(Lanno
oy, L. d., 20200).
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Xie analyzed the importance of outdoor space and stated that that urban parks and large outdoor open spaces can
provide residents with a place for safe outdoor activities and social interaction in a green environment during a
pandemic (Xie J., Luo S., Furuya K., & Sun D., 2020). Barbarossa examined the importance of transportation
during the COVID-19 pandemic in Italy to make up for lost time and to start a green revolution that is aimed at
quickly decarbonizing urban transport and enhancing cycling and walking through the city (Barbarossa L., 2020).
Hamidi highlighted the importance of counties that are tightly linked together through economic, social, and
commuting relationships to reduce the number of COVID-19-related deaths (Hamidi, S., Sabouri, S., & Ewing,
R., 2020).
Batty considered the impact of COVID-19 on the global economy, noting it will need time to recover, maybe a
generation, and highlighted the importance of using the new technology and document (Batty, M., 2020) he
found that in most countries included in the analysis, park visitation had increased since 16 February 2020
compared with visitor numbers prior to the COVID-19 pandemic (Geng, D., Innes, J., Wu, W. et al., 2021).
D'Ascanio highlighted the importance of using of graphic, visual, and multimedia contributions to the landscapes
that have been generated in the consciousness of the inhabitants through their perceptions during the quarantine
and all phases of the pandemic (D'Ascanio, R., & Mondelli, F. P. editors, 2021). Bravo collected information on
this pandemic, including photos and videos. While about 40% of the global population was under coronavirus
lockdown, we announced our brand new initiative called 2020: A Year without Public Space under the
COVID-19 Pandemic, which was developed in the early stages to help people cope with the health emergency
(Bravo, L., & Tieben, H. editors, 2020). Honey reported the importance of using public space for recovery during
the pandemic, and cities will be shaped because of the social distancing in the landscape (Honey, J., 2021).
Broudehoux answered the question: Will the COVID-19 pandemic prompt a shift to healthier cities that focus on
wellness rather than functional and economic aspects? The report paradoxically concluded that COVID-19 may
also have long-term public health benefits, promoting a more active, self-reliant, and supportive population
(Broudehoux, A., 2021). Alsutan stated that the international cases of COVID-19 were high, but in Saudi Arabia,
the fatality rate had been very low (about 3.8%) because of the strict measures applied by the Ministry of Health
and the government, which were followed by citizens (Sultan, F. A., 2021). Abdulmajeed reported that schools
and universities need guidance in implementing a clear and effective strategy for students to navigate the coming
academic year and expand the academic and psychological counseling, especially for vulnerable populations
(Alkhamees1, A. A., 2020). Maryam researched the COVID-19 pandemic in Saudi Arabia and noted the
importance of having a research center and calling center for COVID-19 data (Awaji, M. A., 2020). Mark
considered the effect of COVID-19 on education in Saudi Arabia and found that most of the schools changed to
online teaching and learning; the platform, strong Internet, and mobile and computer devices all are available in
Saudi Arabia to 90% of the population, contributing to the success of e-learning education in Saudi Arabia. Mark
and Khogali investigated e-learning and teaching in Saudi Arabia. Mark analyzed the effect of COVID-19 on
public health, the economy, and migration in Saudi Arabia (Mark, Th., 2021) and (Khogali, H., 2020).
Therefore, we believe that the consequences of COVID-19 pandemic crisis could be even more evident. This
Novel research will represent new sources of information regarding the interiorspace, designing the outdoor space,
praying in the mosque, visiting the shopping malls, and its psychological effect and occupational aspect on people.
Table 1. Literature and Hypotheses on aspects of impacts
Main previous
studies

(Abid H., & R. V.,
2020).

design of
interior
spaces
Duration
time

design of
praying in
outdoor spaces mosques

visiting psychological
shoppin effects
g malls

Health
psychological
procedures
effects
Including social
distancing

Social
distancing

Stress

(Jaing, S., 2021).
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*No one of
these
previous
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talked about
the duration
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More health
procedures
are applied
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government
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Main previous
studies

design of
interior
spaces

(Solution, E. D.,
2020). (Al-Serf, M.,
2020).
(Sameh, S., 2020).
(Echegaray, F.,
2020). (Kukenkov,
V., 2020).

Natural
Human Health
ventilation,
smart
solutions in
housing
Home design
Color

(Scott, J., May
2020). (Gruenwald,
H., 2021). (Honey,
J., 2021)
(Clouston, S. A.,
2021). (Lannoy, L.
d., 2020).
(Xie J, Luo S,
Furuya K, Sun D.,
2020).
(Barbarossa L.,
2020). (Hamidi, S.,
Sabouri, S. and
Ewing, R., 2020).
(Batty, M. The
Coronavirus crisis,
2020)
(Geng, D., Innes, J.,
Wu, W. et al., 2021).
(Corvacho, Helena,
June, 2020)
(Jalal, O. M., 2020).
(Freeman, Sh.,
2020).
(Authority, P. H.,
2021) (Health, M.,
2021).
(News, A., 2020)

design of
praying in
outdoor spaces mosques
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visiting psychological
shoppin effects
g malls

-Re shaped the
outdoor space
- advertisements
- reducing the
number of
people entering
the public park
-transportation
-global economy
-global social

Occupati Research
onal
Output
effects
procedures
Reflecting to
re-design the
interior
space and
exterior
space
*Change
color
*Maximize
the space
*plants
Practice
positive
activities at
home
*Check
point should
be provided
*Redesign
the grass
with social
distancing
*duration
time
*study of the
environment
al issues by
ENVI-MET

Studying
thermal comfort
in the outdoor
environment
-Health
procedures
-Social
distancing
Health
procedures
-Social
distancing

(Blue -Nile., 2020),
(Prevention, C. O.,
2020),
(WHO, 2020).

-headache,
coughing,
fatigue, a sore
throat, and a
loss of taste or
51
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design of
interior
spaces

design of
praying in
outdoor spaces mosques

(Freeman, Sh.,
2020).

(Park, Weather,
2021). (Lachlan, L.,
2020). (Jain, S.,
2021).
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visiting psychological Occupati Research
shoppin effects
onal
Output
g malls
effects
smell
space and
outdoor
Domestic
space and
-violence,
shopping
divorce, and
mall
suicide
- children’s
physical and
mental health
Loss of
-Blending
employment in
learning is
some sectors
applied
recently
-health and
safety impact
-e-learning
-online
-distance
learning
webinar
-training and
-online
workshops for
conferences
the challenges
-training and
workshops

Passing through the literature during the last three years the researcher found that none of these researches
discussed the duration time of visiting the shopping mall, visiting the park, and praying in the mosque, so at this
point, this research is investigating empirical data in this area. Also, Echegaray, Abid, Jianl, Authority, Health,
News investigated the health procedures in general during covid-19, (Echegaray, F., 2020), (Abid H., 2020),
(Jalal, O. M., 2020). (Authority, P. H., 2021), (Health, M., 2021), and (News, A., 2021); still, this research will
investigate the specific area of activities in shopping mall, outdoor space, indoor space, mosques, psychological
occupation, and will discuss the health procedures applied by the government and to which extents they are
applied, the smart application could be used to minimize the number of visitors toward these places, smart
passport showing if the person has taken the vaccine.
Solution, Al-Serf, Echegaray, and Authority discussed Natural ventilation, smart solutions in housing, home
design, using Colour (Solution, E. D., 2020), (Al-Serf, M., 2020). (Al-Serf, M., 2020). (Sameh, S., 2020),
(Echegaray, F., 2020) this research will investigate more details on this area such as to maximize the interior
space, use of plants, practice positive activities at home.
Some authors like Scott and others discussed reshaping of outdoor spaces, advertisements, reducing the number
of people entering the public park, transportation, global economy, global societies. This research will
investigate more details in Check point should be provided, redesign the grass with social distancing, duration
time, the study of the environmental issues by ENVI-MET. Simulation software (ENVI-met version 4.3,
ENVI-MET, Essen, Germany).
Blue -Nile and other authors discussed the negative signs for COVID-19 such as headache, coughing, fatigue, a
sore throat, and a loss of taste or smell Domestic, violence, divorce, and suicide, children’s physical and mental
health (Blue -Nile., 2020), (Prevention, C. O., 2020), (WHO, 2020) and (Freeman, Sh., 2020). On the other hand,
this research will investigate the positive activities that could be applied at home or in the out space for better
recovery of COVID-19.
3. Research Methodology
During the research timeframe from April 2020 to September 2021, a survey was distributed using the Google
Forms software. The form recorded the responses from visitors to shopping malls, a mosque, and open spaces. The
aim was to collect 282 individuals’ responds as a sample for each focus area. In each focus area, there were three
main questions about the duration, the health procedures, and the psychological effect of COVID-19. The survey
had 15 questions in total.
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Simulatioon software (E
ENVI-MET version
v
4.3, E
ENVI-Met, EN
NVI_met Gmb
bH Kaninenbberghöhe 2, 5136 Essen
Germanyy) was used to analyze the urrban areas andd environmenttal issues (ENVI-MET, 20221). ENVI-mett was used
to study tthe environmeental issue in Al
A Rouda Parkk in Riyad, Saaudi Arabia.
The sociaal life survey was distributed to academ
mics at Dar Al Uloom Univ
versity, Princee Noura Univeersity, and
Prince Suultan Universiity; profession
nal groups onn social mediaa; students in secondary scchool. We tarrgeted 282
people froom the four arreas. There weere 141 responndents, includ
ding staff mem
mbers, professsors, teaching assistants,
students, and professioonal engineers, which accouunted for 50% of the samplee. The survey w
was distributeed again to
increase tthe number off responses du
uring March 20021; 141 responses from peeople in acadeemia were received.

Figure 5. Flowchart off the research method
m
plan too determine th
he effect of CO
OVID-19 on th
the social life in
i Riyadh,
includingg five focus areeas: the impacct on interior aand exterior sp
paces, mosquees, shopping m
malls, and psycchological
health
3.1 Reseaarch Hypothesses
1) COVID-19 iss affecting thee design of intterior spaces.
2) COVID-19 iss affecting thee design of ouutdoor spaces.
3) COVID-19 iss affecting praaying in mosqques.
4) COVID-19 iss affecting vissiting shoppinng malls.
5) COVID-19 has
h psychologiical effects onn people.
6) COVID-19 has
h occupation
nal effects on A
Academics.
4. Resultts
Figure 6 to 35 shows the
t results in percentages,
p
ddistributed am
mongst the five possible ressponses: stron
ngly agree,
agree, aveerage, disagreee, and stronglly disagree, m
more questionss were offered
d. The survey w
was distributeed from 30
Septembeer to 30 Octobber 2020. Then
n, re-distributted during Maarch-2021.
1)

The self-repported respon
nses of visitorrs to a shopp
ping mall durring the COV
VID-19 pandeemic were
collected. Of
O the respon
ndents, 92% aapplied the health
h
procedu
ures, 50% woould not go inside the
shopping maall because th
hey were afraiid of contractting SARS-Co
oV-2, and 5.55% visited thee shopping
mall once peer week.

2)

The self-reported responses of visitors tto a mosque were
w collected.. Of all the resspondents, 59.5% would
not enter thee mosque becaause they weree afraid of con
ntracting SARS
S-CoV-2, 15%
% visited the mosque,
m
80%
of those thatt visited applieed the health pprocedures, an
nd 8.5% of parrticipants visitted the mosqu
ue once per
week.

3)

v
the
The self-repported responses of visitors to a park weree collected. Of all the respoondents, 29% visited
park once peer week, 36% would not vissit the park, 17
7% applied thee health proceddures, and 44.6% would
spend time in
i the park itseelf because thhey were afraid
d of contractin
ng SARS-CoV
V-2.
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4)

The self-reported responses on changing interior spaces were collected. Of all the respondents, 94%
changed their interior spaces, 36% maximized their interior spaces, and 27% opened the windows to
improve ventilation.

5)

People spent their time during the COVID-19 pandemic practicing their hobbies and working from
home. Specifically, of all the respondents, 41% were teaching online, 38% were watching television, 41%
were using social media more than usual, 30% were walking, 30% were reading, 5.5% were visiting
neighbors, 2.7% were riding a bicycle, and 8% were listening to the news about COVID-19. The
respondents reported substantial hope for the future in terms of the pandemic disappearing and that life
would return to normal.

6)

The self-reported responses on occupation 40% of the respondents were practicing teaching online
post-covid-19, 20% they were practicing online webinars, also 4% were publishing books and 7.8%
were publishing scientific papers, and 23% were practicing the online webinars. 3% of the respondents
lost their jobs, 19% of the respondents have no financial resources.

7)

The result from simulaton the solar radiation in Figure 39 presented in red is the highest temperature (22
to 25°C) between the block buildings, the orange indicates 20 to 21°C; the yellow represents 19°C to
20°C, and green is the lowest temperature, between 15°C and 19°C. The prevailing wind direction is
northwest, at 8 mph, and the humidity is 30% in March. Figures 6 to 10 show the results of the survey
distributed to the Academics.
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5. Discusssion
A lockdoown was impleemented in response to the COVID-19 pandemic continuing duringg July and Aug
gust 2020.
Some inddividuals contiinued to stay at
a home, whilee others were slowly
s
resumin
ng their sociall life. Thus, stu
udying the
impact off COVID-19 on people's social lives is crucial, especcially regardin
ng the three m
main activities in Saudi
Arabia: vvisiting shoppiing malls, mossques, and op en spaces.
A survey was distributeed on 30 September 2020 an
and collected on
o 30 October 2020; it was tthen redistribu
uted on 15
March 20021 and colleccted on 31 Maarch 2021 to inncrease the nu
umber of respo
onses. The tottal number off responses
was 141. The first quesstion was on ag
ge. The surveyy had five groups: 10 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 too 40, 41 to 50, and 51 to
60 years.
The seconnd question was
w on professsions. Most off the respondeents were stud
dents, a few w
were doctors or
o teaching
assistantss, while otherss were lecturerrs, professors, and engineerss, most of the respondent arre living in Sau
udi Arabia
and few aare living outsside Saudi Araabia.
The first focus measurred the respon
nse of the visittors regarding
g the shopping
g malls, mosqques, indoor sp
paces, and
outdoor sspaces. The suurvey measureed the durationn, health proceedures, and pssychological eeffects and Occcupation.
Alsutan sstated that thee international cases of COV
VID-19 are hiigh, but in Saudi Arabia, thhe fatality ratee has been
very low because of thhe strict measures applied bby the Ministrry of Health and
a the govern
rnment and peeople have
followed the instructioons (Sultan, F.
F A., 2021). Through the survey, we found
f
that in six areas (in
nterior and
exterior sspaces, shoppiing malls, mo
osques, parks, and occupation), the health
h procedures were applied to answer
the hypotthesis questionns.
5.1 Manaaging Interior Spaces
Regardin
ng hypothesis 1: COVID-19
9 is affecting tthe design of interior spacees.
(Kukenkoov, V., 2020)) discussed th
he organizatioon of the interrior space by considering new approach
hes to the
assimilatiion of researrched objects and color-toonal modelin
ng, expanding
g the scope oof the organization of
space-asssociated and sttructure elemeents. Their ressearch result agrees
a
with ou
urs.
COVID-119 affected thhe interior spacce, most of paarticipants ansswered yes to the question regarding wh
hether they
changed ttheir interior space,
s
while feew said no; m
most of the resp
pondents managed their inteerior spaces, they
t
added
plants, oppened window
ws daily to provide cross-vventilation, an
nd sports actiivities. The reesearch found
d that few
changed ttheir apartmennt because som
meone was aff
ffected by the virus.
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During thhe lockdown due
d to the COV
VID-19 pandeemic, most peo
ople spent their time in theirr homes. As a reflection
of this sittuation, peoplee could chang
ge their interioor spaces to fitt their everydaay activities.



b..

(x) a.

(x) c.

√ D.

(x) e

√ F.
Figuure 11. Showss some positivve arrangemen
nt in designing
g the interior sspace
Figure 111 shows somee positive arraangements in ddesigning the interior spacee could be useeful during COVID-19,
when com
mparing betweeen a and b, we
w found that b is more com
mfortable becaause it providdes more spacee for more
activities in the bedrooom. Also, wheen comparing bbetween (c) and
a (d); we fou
und that (d) iss more positiv
ve than (c),
because w
when we use small
s
table in the kitchen itt provides morre space for working.
w
In adddition, when comparing
c
between (e) and (f), we
w found that (f)
( is more coomfortable in the living roo
om than (e) beecause it prov
vides more
space forr more activitiies. In additio
on, opening thhe windows fo
or cross ventillation twice dduring the day
y it is very
importantt to refresh thee air.
The conclusion: humanns are adjustin
ng to the circum
mstances. At the
t beginning of the lockdoown in Saudi Arabia,
A
the
governmeent did not alllow people to
o go outside, except for at specific timees (curfew), suuch as to the market or
pharmacyy, from Februuary to April 2020.
2
People w
were perform
ming their jobs and sports acctivities from home and
participatting in online meetings
m
or webinars.
w
Afterr three monthss, the governm
ment allowed ppeople to walk
k around in
their neigghborhood. Daily
D
natural ventilation
v
forr one hour in the morning and the afterrnoon was necessary to
change thhe oxygen inside homes. Additionally, w
well-being cou
uld be increaseed by maximiizing spaces and
a adding
plants. Fiigure 1 shows the managem
ment of interiorr spaces durin
ng the COVID
D-19 pandemicc.
5.2 Visitinng the Park
Regardin
ng hypothesis 2: COVID-19
9 is affecting th
the design of outdoor
o
spaces
COVID-119 affecting ouur safety and health,
h
(Freem
man, Sh., 2020) discussed CO
OVID-19 andd outdoor safetty in-depth,
highlightiing solutions such
s
as reduciing the numbeer of people en
ntering public parks, stayingg 2 m away fro
om others,
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limiting the access to activities, managing the outdoor space, and introducing mental health agencies to deal with
COVID-19-related stress. We agree with all these points and we encourage checkpoints at park entrances to check
the safety procedures and to encourage people to walk and practice activities in the park. (Clouston, S. A., 2021).
This study suggested that outdoor transmission of COVID-19 may occur, noting that the risk of transmission of
COVID-19 in the summer was highest on days when the wind was reduced. Our findings agree with this result and
we encourage the use of computer programs to study environmental issues. Another study applied ENVI-MET
software to study the environmental issues and the solar effects on the surrounding buildings, reporting an increase
in the temperature of the building’s roof and the facing elevations, suggesting a green buffer zone between
buildings and parks, especially high trees. (Freeman, Sh., 2020) and (Lannoy, L. d., 2020) discussed the
importance of outdoor space for children and youth, with outdoor play being important for children’s physical and
mental health; therefore, provincial policies related to COVID-19 and outdoor play are required. We agree with
this result. Also, our study of the Al Rouda park, as an example of an outdoor environment, provides a play yard
for children and youth, this research is concentrating on the duration time, how many times you visit the park
(Figure 8).
(Xie J., Luo S., Furuya K., & Sun D., 2020) and Barbarossa (Barbarossa L., 2020) discussed the importance of
transportation during the COVID-19 pandemic in Italy to make up for lost time and to start a green revolution that
is aimed at quickly decarbonizing urban transport and enhancing cycling and walking throughout the city. We
agree with this result, as few people were using bicycles, highlighting the importance of walkability and riding
bicycles instead of using public transportation to reduce the spread of the pandemic.
Honey noted the importance of using public space for recovery during the pandemic, and that cities will be shaped
because of applying social distancing (Bravo, L. & Tieben, H. editors, 2020). Our findings agree with this result,
and we encourage people to practice their activities at home, such as sporting, reading, dancing, painting, watching
TV, playing games, and spending time with family. Geng stated that the results for most countries included in their
analysis showed that park visitation increased since 16 February 2020 compared with visitor numbers before to the
COVID-19 pandemic (Geng, D., Innes, J., & Wu, W., 2021). D’Ascanio stated that it is important to ask whether
the COVID-19 pandemic will prompt a shift to healthier cities that focus on well-being rather than function and
economic aspects (D'Ascanio, R. & Mondelli, F P. editors, 2021). We agree with this researcher regarding this
study’s focus on health factors in five areas: interior spaces, outdoor spaces, shopping malls, mosques, and
psychological effects.
COVID-19 affecting our routine in visiting the park, the research found that most of the respondents reported were
never visited the park because they were afraid of contracting SARS-CoV-2. While few reported they visited the
park daily. People are encouraged to visit the park and apply the safety procedures. A quarter reported no control
point at the park entrances and exits to measure body temperature or check compliance with the health procedures.
Figure 8 shows the respondents’ responses regarding visiting parks during the COVID-19 pandemic.
5.2.1 Case Study sample in an Outdoor Environment (Al Rouda Park) in Riyadh
Al Rouda Park, with an area of about 3200 m2, is in the middle of Riyadh.
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Figuree 12. Al Roudaa park in the middle
m
of Riyaadh is the focu
us sample for studying the ooutdoor environment
((Google Earth
h)
The park provides seveeral facilities for
f children, annd adolescentts. There is a sp
ports area andd a play yard for
fo football
and volleyball. Besidess, there are chiildren’s play aareas and theree are sitting arreas in seats orr on the grass.. The most
importantt activity that attracts most of the visitorss is the walkw
way around thee park.

w
The walkway

Sittingg area

The graass, which is also offered forr families

Stan
nd offering sna
nacks and cofffee

The children’’s play area
The play yaard for sports
Fig
gure 13. Faciliities in Al Rou
uda Park, Riyadh
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5.2.2 Environmental Issues
This section discusses the wide-area hourly average wind vector (speed and direction) at 10 m above the ground.
The wind experienced at any given location is highly dependent on the local topography and other factors, and
instantaneous wind speed and direction vary more widely than hourly averages.
The hot season in Riyadh lasts for 4.3 months, from 13 May to 23 September, with an average daily high
temperature above 25°C to 44°C in July. The cool season lasts for 3.0 months, from 26 November to 26 February,
with an average daily high temperature below 22°C to 7°C Figure 38. The coldest day of the year is 11 January.
The average hourly wind speed in Riyadh displays mild seasonal variation over the year. The windier part of the
year lasts for 2.9 months, from 22 May to 17 August, with average wind speeds of more than 8.7 m/s per hour. The
windiest day of the year is 4 July, with an average hourly wind speed of 10.0 miles per hour. The calmer time of
year lasts for 9.1 months, from 17 August to 22 May. The calmest day of the year is 8 October, with an average
hourly wind speed of 7.4 m/s per hour.
This section also discusses the total daily incident shortwave solar energy reaching the ground over a wide area,
considering seasonal variations in the length of the day, the elevation of the Sun above the horizon, and absorption
by clouds and other atmospheric constituents. Shortwave radiation includes visible light and ultraviolet radiation.
The average daily incident shortwave solar energy displays significant seasonal variation over the year.
The brighter period of the year lasts for 3.5 months, from 12 May to 30 August, with an average daily incident
shortwave energy per square meter above 7.4 kWh. The brightest day of the year is 21 June, with an average of 8.3
kWh. The darker period of the year lasts for 2.8 months, from 9 November to 2 February, with an average daily
incident shortwave energy per square meter below 5.0 kWh. The darkest day of the year is 10 December, with an
average of 4.2 kWh. We based the humidity comfort level on the dew point because it determines whether
perspiration evaporates from the skin, thereby cooling the body. Lower dew points feel drier, and higher dew
points feel more humid. Unlike temperature, which typically varies significantly between night and day, the dew
point tends to change more slowly; thus, although the temperature may drop at night, a muggy day is typically
followed by a muggy night. The perceived humidity level in Riyadh, as measured by the percentage of time in
which the humidity comfort level is muggy, oppressive, or miserable, does not vary significantly over the year ,
remaining virtually constant at 0% throughout the year, i.e., the climate is hot and dry most of the year.
Weatherspark (Park, Weather, 2021)
In both summer and winter, people visit parks near their houses. Al Rouda Park is well-designed to encourage
daily visitors. The most suitable time for walking, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, is from 6:00 to 8:00
a.m. and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. There are no crowds at these two times. There are no checkpoints to measure
personal temperature.
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Figure 14. Annnual weatherr variations inn Riyadh. Sourrce: Weatherspark (Park, W
Weather, 2021))
5.2.3 Sim
mulation by Ussing ENVI-MET
Using a siimulation program, the therrmal image off the park was studied,
s
with wind
w directionn, and temperaature at the
microscalle. For example, ENVI-MET software is a program useed in the design phase that hhelps to reducee the urban
heat surroounding the paark by adding
g more trees annd water featu
ures.
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Figure 15. EN
NVI_MET (EN
NVI-MET, 20021) software program anallyzing environnmental issuess
ENVI-ME
ET software was
w used to stu
udy the enviroonmental issuees in the park, such as tempperature, humiidity, wind
direction,, and solar raddiation, to iden
ntify potential solutions for exceeded
e
temp
perature especcially in summ
mer such as
planting ttall trees to create a buffer zone
z
between the buildings and the park to reduce the temperature.
The solarr radiation in Figure 15 prresented in reed is the high
hest temperatu
ure (22 to 255°C) between the block
buildingss, the orange inndicates 20 to 21°C; the yelllow representss 19°C to 20°C
C, and green iss the lowest temperature,
between 15°C and 19°C
C. The prevailing wind direection is north
hwest, at 8 mph, and the hum
midity is 30% in March.
It is impoortant to plant high trees as a buffer zone between the park
p
and the su
urrounding buuildings to min
nimize the
temperatuure, especiallyy in summer.
The recom
mmended heaalth procedurees regarding C
COVID-19 in parks includee checkpoints near the main
n gate and
main entrrance. Notablly, most parks in Riyadh, such as Al Rouda
R
Park, have
h
not had checkpoints during
d
the
COVID-119 pandemic.
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•

T
The Tawakkalna application
n was implem
mented by the government
g
fo
or entrance to aall public spacces, which
sshould be dow
wnloaded on personal
p
mobille phones and
d presented at the
t checkpoinnt to ensure thaat a visitor
iis not infectedd with the viru
us (Preventionn, C. O., 2020)),

•

C
Checkpoints in
i parks should
d be provided during the CO
OVID-19 pand
demic to ensur
ure the health procedures
p
aare being appllied, such as checking
c
persoonal temperatu
ures using sm
mart devices annd wearing a mask.
m

•

P
People, includding children and youth, shhould visit the park weekly for walking aand practicing
g sports, as
ffresh air is reqquired for theiir health, espeecially during COVID-19.

•

P
People shouldd be encourageed to use bicyycles within th
heir neighborh
hoods.

•

S
Software suchh as ENVI-M
MET should bbe used to sttudy environm
mental issuess, such as tem
mperature,
hhumidity, winnd direction, and
a solar radiaation to provid
de solutions fo
or exceeded teemperature esp
pecially in
ssummer furthhermore, tall trrees should bee planted to create
c
a bufferr zone betweeen the building
gs and the
ppark to reducee the temperatture.

•

O
Outdoor fans should be useed in summer tto increase the walkability of Riyadh.

•

H
Health proceddures should be
b applied to aall park visitorrs.

•

S
Some effectivve design solu
utions should bbe applied in the park such
h as, Figure 166 shows somee effective
ssolutions in designing
d
the park during COVID-19 by
b applying th
he social distaancing in the seats (b),
A
Amphitheatree (e), drawing circles
c
in the ggrass for famillies with sociaal distancing (aa), and drawin
ng specific
ppath for walkiing and runnin
ng(d). Figure116 shows som
me effective solutions in desiigning the parrk.

b. Social distancing
d
on seats

a. cirrcles on the grrass for sittingg

d. Drawingg specific patth for walkinng and
running

e. Social distancing in the am
mphitheater

Figuree 16. Shows so
ome effective solutions in designing
d
the park
p post-COV
VID-19
5.3 Mosqques
Regardin
ng hypothesis 3: COVID-19
9 is affecting ppraying in mo
osques.
COVID-119 affected vissiting the mossque, more thaan half of the respondents
r
reeported they nnever visited th
he mosque
because tthey were afraaid of contractting COVID-119.
Other’s reespondents reeported visiting
g the mosque once per weeek, some visiteed the mosquee twice per weeek, others
visited the mosque threee times per week, and a few
w visited the mosque
m
daily. Table
T
2 showss the duration time
t
of the
respondennts visiting thhe mosque, few
fe people viisited the mossque every daay or per weeek, and this mean that
COVID-119 strict peoplle to practice their
t
everydayy activities.
Table 2. S
Shows the durration time off the respondennts visiting the mosque
Duration ttime/week

O
Once
a week

Twice a w
week

Three times
t
a week

Every weekk

Never go

Others

Number off visitors

12

11

5

20

84

6

Respondeents reported that
t health pro
ocedures were applied in thee mosques, succh as the meassurement of temperature,
providingg sanitizer, annd wearing maasks. Few of rrespondents reeported not atttending becauuse they weree under 12
years old.
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Thus, heaalth procedurees were being applied in thee mosque and
d, figure 7 sho
ows that most of the respon
ndents said
that sociaal distancing was
w applied in the mosques, Figure 17 sho
ows the social distancing bet
etween the pray
yers about
2 m as diistance. Each prayer
p
brings his own Sigadda. Also, the total
t
number of
o visitors is ddecreased per hour. The
public aw
wareness of thee health proceedures has inccreased.

2m

2
2m

Figure 17. Shows the social distanncing between
n prayers abou
ut 2 m in the m
mosques
5.4 Shoppping Malls
Regardin
ng hypothesis 4: COVID-19
9 is affecting vvisiting shopp
ping malls.
COVID-119 affected viisiting the sho
opping mall, half of the reespondents agreed that theyy did not visitt shopping
malls beccause they weere afraid of COVID-19
C
aff
ffecting our daaily rotine, most respondennts reported visiting
v
the
shopping mall once perr week, other respondents
r
s aid that they did
d not visit th
he shopping m
mall (Table 3) because
b
of
financial issues, a few answered thaat they lost theeir job, while others reportted that pricess had increaseed. For the
health proocedures. Mosst of the respondents reporteed sanitizer beeing placed near the front dooor of the shop
pping mall.
Most of tthe respondennts reported th
hat social disttancing were applied in the shopping m
malls. Also, reespondents
reported measurementts of body tem
mperature by a smart meteer at the frontt door were aapplied, and few
f
of the
respondennts reported thhat their temp
perature was nnot measured at the front do
oor. Figure 6 sshows the results of the
respondennts for the shoopping mall qu
uestions:COV
VID-19 affecing our safety an
nd health. Tabble 3 Shows th
he duration
time of thhe respondents visiting the shopping malll, the results show
s
that zero
o vistors the shhopping mall everyday,
and mostt of the responndents visted the shopping mall once peer week, this mean
m
that CO
OVID-19 stric people to
practice ttheir everydayyactivities.
Table 3. S
Shows the durration time off the respondennts visiting the shopping mall
Duration time/week

Once a week
k

Twice a w
week

Threee times a week
k

Every dayy

Never go

Others

Number oof visitors

78

11

4

0

36

6

Figure 4, photo (a) shoows the sociall distancing iss applied in sh
hopping malls, also most off shopping maalls design
receptionn room to apply the health procedures suuch as testing the temperatu
ure by smart ddevice and wearing
w
the
mask. In addition, the numbers
n
of viisitors are decrreased per day
y.
5.5 Psychhological Effects
Regardin
ng hypothesis 5: COVID-19
9 has psycholoogical effects on people.
COVID-119 affected ouur health, more than half oof the respond
dents said thaat they were aaffected by COVID-19.
COVID-119 affected ouur family functtions and relattions they described their faamily as functitioning much better,
b
few
said that their family functioned much
m
worse dduring their in
nfection, and few reportedd no differencce in their
family’s functioning. Others
O
reporteed that their ffamily provid
ded support fo
or them, and m
more than hallf said the
family suupport was a little
l
better. Also,
A
they repoorted that they
y were in a go
ood mood, oth
thers of the reespondents
stated thaat the family suupport was no
o more than ussual, and otherrs reported thaat the family ssupported them
m as much
as they ussually did andd had average feelings. Morre than half weere not losing confidence annd few reporteed average
feelings.
v
parks,
COVID-119 has psychoological effecct, more than half of the reespondents reeported that thhey did not visit
shopping malls, or the mosque becau
use they weree afraid of COVID-19.
ut engaging in hobbies at home during
COVID-119 affected ouur daily activities, the last quuestion in this part was abou
and after the lockdownn. Of the respondents, moree than quarterr started reading, walking, oor dancing; others used
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social media more than usual; a few took part in sports. Also, they listened to the news on the television about the
COVID-19 pandemic, others reported watching movies on television, a few of the respondents said they published
scientific research, and few published books.
Notably, a few reported riding bicycles. This finding has two meanings: riding bicycles is uncommon in Saudi
Arabia and that people spent most of their time at home.
The respondents said that they participated in webinars, taught online, and/or were playing video games, and a few
were visiting neighbors. Thus, people rarely visited each other during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Figure 10 shows the results of how people spent their time during the COVID-19 pandemic. They were practicing
their hobbies, such as reading, sporting, walking, and writing.
When comparing the results for the five areas, more than half of the respondents reported that they were not
visiting these areas because they were afraid of contracting COVID-19. Although the survey was distributed twice,
in April 2020 and in March 2021, despite one year passing, the results were still the same: more than half were still
afraid of contracting COVID-19. Here, we studied the psychological effects of COVID-19 on people, and it found
that it has deeply affected people it constrains them to come back to their social life, most of the respondents
reported that because they were afraid of being affected by the COVID-19. We encourage people to practice their
hobbies in the interior space and exterior space.
The last question on the survey was an open question. People wrote their opinions on the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic on social life. One respondent said: “May God keep the epidemic from us, and may God heal their
patients, and have mercy on their dead ... Oh God, Amen.” Others responded as noted in Figure 18.

First, I think covid-19 changed a lot of things in our life during the quarantine or also now
after the quarantine, so now you can do your hobbies normally as before, but you must be
careful.
Keep yourself
I scared from death
Nothing
I think the COVID-19. Will disappear soon and our life will be better. Thanks
Figure 18. Some responses of the survey respondents to the open question. How did you spend your time at home
during the COVID-19 lockdown
5.6 Occupational Aspects
Regarding hypothesis 6: COVID-19 has affected the occupational aspect.
Fifty percent of the respondents reported that they were practicing teaching online post covid-19.
While about quarter they were practicing online webinars, also, few were publishing books and others publishing
scientific papers, and less than quarter were practice the online webinars. When asking the respondents, why you
did not visit the shopping mall? Few of the respondents reported ‘Because I lose my job’, other reported ‘I have no
money’.
COVID-19 affected the work condition for example schools and universities. During the lockdown in April to May
2020, Saudi Arabia applied e-learning in schools and universities as a special situation. Now we come back to
universities and applied the blending learning from September to April 2021. This highlights the importance of
applying training program to teachers to face these challenges in the accessibility, new teaching strategies in the
online teaching and learning, Quality Matter principles, improvement of the Student Management system (LMS).
COVID-19 has deep psychological effect on people, half of the respondents reported they were never visiting the
shopping mall, the mosques, and the park because they were afraid from covid-19, they should practice positive
activities while they are staying home.
COVID-19 has deep impact on the workplace, in safety and health procedures such as social distancing, wearing
the mask, measuring the temperature by smart devices. Table 4 shows the effect of COVID-19 on occupational
aspect and the best practice.
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Table 4. The effect of COVID-19 on occupational aspect and the best practice
The effect of COVID-19 in occupational aspect

The best practice

COVID-19 affect our health

Apply the health procedures, such as wearing the mask,
measure the temperature by smart device
Apply software to check your health situation like
Tawakkalna

COVID-19 affect our workplace

Going into online teaching and learning, online
marketing

COVID-19 affected our employment

Searching about other online opportunity such as online
teaching, online marketing, conference moderator.

COVID-19 affected our daily routine

Practice daily activities at home such as
Sporting, writing, attending webinars,
conferences, practice your hopies

attending

Table 5. The results for the five focus areas: interior space, exterior space, mosques, mall, psychological effects, as
well as the three focus questions about the duration, health procedures, psychological effects in March 2021
Duration

Health Procedures
Once per Twice per Three Times
Every Day Never
Week
Week
per Week

Psychological Effect

I am Young
I am Afraid
Everyone is
There is no There is no
No Control (Under 12
There is no
of the
Wearing a
Temperature
Social
Points (%) Years Old)
Sanitizer (%)
Coronavirus
Mask (%)
Distancing Check (%)
(%)

Yes (%)

No (%)

Maximize the
Space(%)

Plants
(%)

Open a
Window (%)

Managing
interior
spaces

83

17

24.8

18.4

33.3

-

-

-

-

-

Visiting
parks

29

4.2

7.8

7.8

44

12

0

0

14

25

0

50

Visiting
mosques

8.3

7.8

3.5

14

59

80

80

71

68

-

5.6

59

Visiting
shopping
malls

55

7.8

2.8

0

25

105

128

128

-

-

-

50

33

14.8

43

18.4

13

43

22

Walking

Dancing

Social media Sports

TV

Movies

Publishing

Psychologica 30
l effects
Reading

7
Riding a
bicycle

16
Webinar

27
Video
games

Notable recommendations include:
•

People should continue participating in activities and planning for their family and children’s future.

•

People should be encouraged to apply health procedures when visiting shopping malls: social distancing,
using sanitizer and wearing a mask.

•

People are encouraged to go outside, visit parks, and practice walking and sports while applying the
health procedures.

•

Additionally, this research encourages people to visit mosques or churches regularly and to apply health
procedures.

•

We also recommend that people think positively and manage their time at home by practicing sports,
reading, writing, managing their indoor spaces by opening the windows twice per day for good
ventilation, adding plants, and working at home.

•

People should continue to learn the new technologies in e-learning, accessibility.
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Future Resources
Future research is recommended in these three areas because of the lack of studies identified in the concerned
literature:
1)

The effect of COVID-19 on Economics.

2)

The psychological effect of COVID-19 on children and students.

6. Conclusions
This study was conducted during the post-covid-19 period in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, to study the effect of
COVID-19 on academic social life. Six focus areas were studied: shopping malls, mosques, interior spaces,
exterior spaces, and the psychological effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on occupation aspect. Mosques were
applying health procedures by testing temperatures near the entrance doors and applying social distancing
measures, and mask-wearing was practiced by most visitors. Most respondents reported changing their interior
spaces to fit their everyday activities. The research encourages people to visit the park every day, shopping mall
weekly, the government should apply social distancing in seats and grass, control point to check the health
procedures by smart devices, the respondents said that to increase their well-being, they practiced activities at
home, listening to the news about COVID-19 on television, playing video games. Notably, the respondents
rarely visited each other during the pandemic. Regarding the occupation aspect people should keep learning new
skills to fulfill the new Challenges by COVID-19. We believe that much research could be done in COVID-19 in
the future.
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